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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is the main cause of death in developed countries and will remain so despite a gradual decline in disease rates [1]. Heart attack or myocardial infarction (MI) is one manifestation of cardiovascular disease caused by the blockage of a coronary artery. Primary percutaneous coronary intervention (p-PCI), or primary angioplasty as it is better known, is recommended as the first-line therapy for patients with ST elevation MI [2]. The aim of this treatment is to restore blood flow by physically opening the affected coronary artery. This is achieved under local anaesthetic by the peripheral insertion of a catheter guided into the coronary circulation under X-ray fluoroscopy, p-PCI is widely used in parts of Europe and America but is a relatively ‘new’ treatment in the United Kingdom (UK) having been introduced on a trial basis during 2005 [3].

The length of hospital stay for patients treated with conventional approaches for acute MI has decreased from 7 days in 1989, to 5.5 in 1995 [4]. Treatment with p-PCI offers an even shorter average stay of 3 days which is characterised by multiple transfers across settings. Both the clinical and cost effectiveness of primary angioplasty make it an attractive treatment option [2], but an unintended consequence of the shortened hospital stay is the reduction in opportunities for practitioners to provide patients and their families with health information. In light of these developments current approaches to the provision of health information for MI patients may require review.

A logical first step in achieving this is a comprehensive understanding of patients’ health information needs, expressed from their own unique perspective [5]. More specifically practitioners need to understand patients’ preferences for health education.
information delivery such as what content they value, how they would like this delivered to them (e.g. face-to-face, written, video), by whom and at what point during their recovery. These questions shaped study aim which was to explore the self-reported health information needs of MI patients treated with p-PCI during the first 2 weeks of recovery.

The effective provision of appropriate health information is important for individuals living with chronic conditions such as coronary heart disease (CHD). Increased patient satisfaction [6], reduced levels of psychological distress [7] and enhanced perception of control [8] are all variables associated with effective health information provision. Effective communication is also associated with better patient adherence to prescribed medications [9].

The available literature concerning health information provision indicates that patients' information priorities are not always perceived correctly by health care professionals [10]. Nurses are reported to overestimate the quality and amount of information provided and underestimate patients' needs for information at hospital discharge [11–13]. Moreover information and education priorities between patients and health-care professionals often differ [14–15] and patients sometimes express dissatisfaction with information provision prior to discharge [16].

The majority of studies investigating post-MI patient's health information needs have recruited participants hospitalised for the longer period characteristic of conventional treatment. Therefore, findings may be less relevant to those treated with p-PCI. Such patients show that patients recovering from MI [10,17–23] and elective coronary angioplasty [24] have been reported to have 'unmet' information needs.

Much of the published literature originates from America and has relied heavily on quantitative approaches. A systematic review reported that post-MI patients reported coronary risk factors, followed by information about cardiac pathophysiology, medications and physical activity as important topic areas [10]. Some doubt was cast on the reliability and validity of these findings as differences in information needs were evident across studies according to the measurement instrument used, indicating a priming effect [10]. Other topics identified as important by patient's post-MI included information about future treatment choices, prognosis, how their family could support lifestyle changes, the role of each doctor in their treatment and cardiac rehabilitation [25]. A more recent review identified that the information topics most important to post-MI patients were those issues pertinent to their survival at the time, such as symptom management [26]. Findings are inconsistent and may reflect limitations associated with measurement instruments particularly as these are often developed without patient involvement meaning that they may reflect practitioners' priorities rather than patients.

Qualitative studies have found that patients often find it difficult to identify what health information is relevant and useful to them post-MI [20]. Early days after hospital discharge were reported as being the worst period for patients and a time when they were most in need of help and support [29–30]. Patients often reported feeling uncertain, anxious and depressed [20,27]. Preferred health information topics were similar to those reported in quantitative studies [20–21].

Although there has been considerable focus upon the content of health information provision, there is less available information about cardiac patients’ preferences for how they would like this delivered to them (e.g. face-to-face, written, video), by whom and at what point during their recovery. Available studies recognise that learning needs vary according to stage of recovery [28–30] and that patients recovering from MI perceived the optimum time for realistic learning to be during early convalescence [31].

Studies examining patients' preferences for informant vary in their findings. Some report that physicians were preferred over nurses as information givers [10,25] whilst others state that cardiac rehabilitation staff are preferred [32]. One explanation for discrepancies across studies is that cardiac patients are not always aware of which health professional might be best placed to provide health information [33]. The provision of written information and verbal information combined, compared to verbal information alone, supports the provision of standardised care information to patients and their families and also appears to improve levels of knowledge and satisfaction [34]. Other media forms such as radio, television, audiotapes and the Internet are less popular with cardiac patients [35]. The expressed needs of patients and their families should be a first step in the process of information provision [5].

2. Methods

This qualitative study was the main part of a larger mixed methods study which aimed to explore the information needs of patients treated with primary angioplasty for heart attack. A qualitative approach was chosen as the information needs of this ‘new’ and expanding group have been largely unexplored. Qualitative methods enabled us to explore the complexity of patients’ perspectives and inter-relationships between these [36]. To encourage participants to freely discuss their preferences we chose to conduct one-to-one interviews in a naturalistic setting.

2.1. Recruitment and data collection

The study was conducted in a large specialist UK centre which provides p-PCI for a population of 3.1 million. All patients admitted for p-PCI with fluency in spoken English were invited to participate by a research nurse not involved in interviewing. We used purposive sampling to ensure that we included the views of both male and females from younger and older age groups [37]. Seven potential participants refused to take part. Those with prior cardiac history were excluded.

The study was approved by the local research ethics committee. Eligible participants were approached before they were discharged home and written and verbal consent obtained from those who were willing.

All participants were interviewed once, face-to-face, within 3–12 days of hospital discharge. Interviews took place before a scheduled community cardiac rehabilitation nurse visit. All participants chose to be interviewed at home. Interviews lasted between 40 and 90 min and were conducted by an experienced interviewer (FA). The timing for interviews was chosen because the literature indicates that the period immediately after discharge from hospital is particularly challenging for patients recovering from MI [27]. Details of a free counselling help line for people with heart disease were included in the participant information sheet in the event that participants became distressed.

A topic guide was used and questions focused upon participants' views about health information provision. In particular participants were asked questions about how they would like health information delivered, the content and informant they preferred as well as the optimum time for health information delivery. Explanatory and clarificatory probes were used to explore the rationales underpinning participants' choices. When no new material was forthcoming to inform the development of new categories and themes data collection was ceased. The final sample comprised 29 participants with a mean age of 60 years (range 36–83), 59% were men and 14% lived alone.
2.2. Analysis

The interviews were audiotaped (with permission), transcribed verbatim and any identifiers removed. We used Framework analysis methods which provided a systematic approach in which data were sifted, sorted and organised into charts according to key issues and themes [38]. As part of this method, a priori issues and available literature are integrated into the data analysis. As a first step transcripts were read repeatedly to identify key themes and categories. Data were then entered into QSR NVIVO and coded according to categories identified both within and between interviews.

Several approaches were implemented to ensure trustworthiness of findings [39]. Interview transcripts were referred to consistently during analysis and characteristic quotes used to support the credibility of findings. Independent analyses were conducted by two researchers (FA & SJC) during which a preliminary thematic framework was developed from a sample of 10 transcripts, which following consensus, was used to guide analysis of the remainder. Particular attention was given to non-conformist cases during analysis. All participants were sent a copy of anonymised group findings and the majority (71%) provided written feedback indicating to what extent group findings reflected their own experiences. This approach supported the credibility of our analyses.

Finally, field notes were taken by the interviewer which detailed the context of each interview and the nature of non-verbal cues exhibited by participants. The interviewer also reflected upon her own emotional responses in response to each interview and the challenges associated with taking the role of observer rather than practitioner. Consideration was given to the interviewer’s own personal biases, prior knowledge and assumptions and how these might influence data analysis.

3. Results

Patients’ preferences for health information were characterised by four themes. Each of these will be presented individually with supporting quotations. In addition Fig. 1 provides the reader with additional examples of the process by which themes and categories were derived from data.

3.1. The ‘How’ of health information provision

When participants were asked about their preferences for health information delivery the majority favoured a verbal, face-to-face approach supplemented by written information as a back up. Participants reasoned that a face-to-face approach enabled them to ask questions, was seen as more personal approach and offered an opportunity for some recipients to gauge the truthful-
ness of the information being provided. Other delivery approaches used by health professionals considered valuable by participants were the use of videos and heart ‘models’ to support learning.

There were particular characteristics that were important to participants with regard to health information provision. Participants wanted information that was honest, consistent, easy to understand, written in plain language and non-judgemental.

Participants’ emotional reactions to a life-threatening event coupled with the speed of service delivery acted as potential barriers to effective information absorption. Participants were emotionally shocked by what had occurred.

‘Within 2 h I was lying in a bed recovering after what they’d done, it was amazing, a bit of a shock’ (F10).

As a result written materials were seen as particularly valuable by participants as a way of reinforcing verbal information that was provided during hospital admission.

‘If you’re sort of like told something the day after you’ve had an operation or something like that by somebody verbally you know anything can happen and you’ll have forgotten about that 2 h later, if you get what I mean, at least when its down in black and white you can read it, you can reread it at your own time and leisure, you can digest it, you can, you know, I prefer stuff done the old fashioned way down in writing’ (M58).

Whilst in hospital some participants received a black and white image of their ‘before’ and ‘after’ angiogram showing the restored blood flow in their heart muscle. The image made a significant impact and in the context of the emotional shock and disbelief that participants experienced it represented a valuable form of tangible proof.

‘That photograph were brilliant, as soon as people saw that they could see summit physical can’t they, you can talk all day long, don’t mean nothing, but show a photograph providing its genuine, not from somebody else. But no, that were good, that helped, that put peoples mind at rest’ (M51).

The image was particularly powerful because it was individualised (i.e. showed participant’s own heart) making it more meaningful. Participants were influenced by the image in different ways. For some it functioned as a source of reassurance which buoyed self-confidence. For others it was a reminder that they had undergone primary angioplasty for acute MI. One participant attached the image to her cupboard door as a visual reminder not to smoke cigarettes.

Discussions about alternative approaches to information delivery highlighted computer resources as generally unpopular, particularly amongst older patients who described themselves as ‘computer illiterate’ or ‘too long in the tooth’ to learn.

‘Well I can do without all the electronic things I mean we have all these (laughing) but it’s the least, the last one I would want really, I mean face-to-face is as good as anything and I will, and then to have the follow-up to read it up when you’ve been told and you read it, it makes more sense in the reading’ (F74).

It was not only age that influenced participants’ preferences but also socioeconomic status. Some younger participants were keen to use computer-based resources but did not have computer access. For these participants the barrier to using computer-based resources was access rather than a lack of motivation.

Participants’ preferences broadly matched service delivery and most expressed satisfaction about the resources they had received. However the organisation of services across geographical locations meant that there was inequity in the nature of resources that participants received following discharge from hospital. Although all participants received some form of written information the nature of these varied across geographical location. Some received ‘before’ and ‘after’ angiogram images and self-help manuals whilst others did not.

3.2. The ‘What’ of information provision

When participants were asked about what content was most important to them three overlapping topic areas emerged. These were ‘Living with and managing the risk of recurrence’, ‘Negotiating lifestyle changes and physical limits’ and ‘Heart muscle damage and its implications’.

3.2.1. Living with and managing the risk of recurrence

The risk of developing a successive MI was a major concern for participants. The self-monitoring and interpretation of physical signs and symptoms that might herald such an event was an important focus during early recovery. Information about how MI onset might be recognised and how likely such a recurrence might be were priority information topics. Some participants recognised that their awareness of physical symptoms was heightened during early recovery but rationalised that this state would decrease over time.

‘Mm well I feel because it was such a frightening experience for me, I feel that every little twinge that I feel is, am I having a heart attack again? and those are my concerns really you know probably is my brain is playing tricks on me probably it’s the way that I’m feeling it’s like every little thing, is it a heart attack coming? or is that supposed to be like that? and things like that, but you know that’s the only thing that I go through and I’m just like, I mean I think I’m being paranoid really and it’s because like I said because I was so frightened and I’m just being paranoid, it all takes time I suppose’ (F47).

Participants received information about what action to take if they developed chest symptoms but recall was variable. Some were able to accurately describe the step-by-step action that they would take if they developed chest pain which reflected clinical guidelines. Others were less clear. For example a 59-year old lady who had undergone primary angioplasty for acute MI was readmitted to hospital within 48 h of discharge due to ‘fluttering’ in her chest. She had not used her prescribed nitrate spray because she had been told that it was unlikely that she would need to use it.

‘I had a bath and tried to go to sleep and I couldn’t, all this time I was getting this fluttering and I phoned the emergency call out service and that’s another thing, I would have used the glycerine trinitrate spray but, they always prescribe and she said, the sister said, I don’t think you’ll need that now, I don’t know why it goes into your head but it does (short pause) I needn’t use it’ (F59).

Participants’ beliefs and misconceptions provided a potent backdrop within which communicated information was interpreted.

Early recovery was often characterised by feelings of fear and uncertainty. One manifestation of this was participants’ avoidance of day-to-day activities that they perceived might ‘bring on’ a relapse. Participants were often frightened of being left alone at home during the first few days of their recovery. Most participants acknowledged that the risk of recurrence could potentially be reduced by making healthy lifestyle changes although it was unclear how these intentions translated into practice.
3.2.2. Negotiating life changes and physical limits

During early recovery participants were trying to make sense of what was a ‘life changing’ event. As part of this process they prioritised the health information according to what they perceived as most important, identified health behaviours they intended to change and integrated these into their daily life. Participants often referred to the ‘can’s and cannot’s’ which were seen as a new set of ‘rules’ or boundaries that needed consideration to minimise future coronary risk.

‘I am gonna abide by the rules, so really in a way I have got that knowledge that my father didn’t abide by the rules, I mean you can go off, I can have a drink still, I can, but I mean, I am definitely going to stop smoking which is the main factor, my father didn’t’ (F49).

There were differences of opinion about the value of the new ‘rules’. Some participants appeared to accept the new ‘rules’ as a way of reducing future coronary risk, whereas others found the limitations conflicted with the daily activities that they had little choice in performing on a regular basis, e.g. driving to get shopping. The new ‘rules’ were anxiety provoking for some participants. For example a 66-year old gentleman who had regularly run marathons prior to his illness felt that the information he had received was not sufficiently individualised. For him the focus on what he ‘could not do’ rather than what he ‘could do’ was negative. Others explained that although guidelines about daily activities were useful, the only way to learn was through your own day-to-day experience. These examples illustrate how a range of participants adjusted to the new boundaries imposed upon them by their condition.

The most appropriate level of physical activity was a particular focus for participants of all ages. The way in which participants interpreted and acted upon such information varied. Often participants had been advised to ‘take it easy’ but felt uncertain about what this meant and wanted additional guidance. Others found advice about physical activity limits incompatible with their feelings of ‘wellness’ and energy.

‘I could literally dig the garden with the energy that I’ve got’ (M67).

The concept of finding out how ‘far’ they could go, finding out the ‘mark’, or how far they could ‘push’ was a recurring idea. Participants reasoned that there was a physical limit which they could go to, which if exceeded, could have detrimental effects.

Family members often played a significant role in enforcing advice about physical activity levels which was not always welcome. Not all participants acted upon information about physical activity levels. A minority of male participants had no fear about ‘overstepping’ any perceived physical activity ‘mark’, rather they disregarded advice and exceeded recommendations. They pushed their physical activities levels to somewhat alarming ‘superman’ limits and then assessed whether they developed any symptoms. This may represent a mechanism by which they were able to reclaim and retain their male role and identity. Females did not describe similar patterns. This shows how gender might influence the interpretation and acceptance of health information.

Some participants mentioned that they wanted additional advice about diet. Although they had received information on this topic, the nature of this did not always match need. In particular family members often wanted a more practical skill-based approach to dietary information. The menu choices available during hospitalisation were somewhat inappropriate in the light of participant’s cardiac condition and often conflicted with information they had received giving somewhat mixed messages.

Maybe I could have had a little more dietary advice, because I was quite surprised in the hospital that every meal I got a big sachet of salt, which my own GP said you know avoid it at all costs and then I’m in there cos I’ve had a heart attack and they’re giving me these big sachets of salt (laugh) (M46).

This is a clear example of how environment influences interpretation of information.

After p-PCI participants were prescribed a range of medications. The concept of taking lifelong medications was not always popular, particularly with younger participants. For example a 36-year old gentleman questioned the need for life-long lipid lowering medications. He reasoned that once his serum cholesterol was lowered he could stop taking them. The stigma of taking medications as a sign of physical failing was an issue even at an early stage in his recovery. Moreover there were indications that he would cease taking his medications as prescribed. For others with co-existing chronic conditions the addition of other medications to an already complex regime was a source of concern. On two occasions participants reported receiving insufficient information about discharge medications.

3.2.3. Heart muscle damage and its implications

The extent of heart muscle damage and the associated consequences of such damage was a source of concern amongst participants. Accordingly participants generally wanted more detailed information about this topic. The way in which the severity and seriousness of the participant’s condition was communicated influenced the way in which participants perceived their condition;

‘She actually sat down and said do you realise, do you realise what you’ve been brought in for? And I says yeah I think so and she says well you’ve had a heart attack and she said it’s been a nasty, you know more of, saying it was quite a nasty one and that was important for me. If she’d just said well you’ve had a mild heart attack or you’ve had like a warning I’d have probably just been a bit oh thank God for that and probably a bit more (short pause) I don’t know if I would have been, but I probably would have been a bit more, oh well yeah, I’ll cut down on this, I’ll cut down on that, but because of the way she worded it and the way she stated it, she made me sit up and think ooof it’s, if you understand what I mean?’ (F49).

Making sense of this information was often challenging for participants and was open to individual interpretation and potential misunderstanding. Some participants had misconceptions about the nature of the damage that had occurred e.g. lung damage rather than heart muscle, whereas others could clearly distinguish between angina and MI at an advanced level of understanding. The notion of heart muscle having the capacity to heal and regenerate was a source of hope, comfort and encouragement.

‘The most important information was probably regarding the heart, I’ve found out now, I didn’t know it was like the strongest muscle in your body and er that it repairs itself, that’s another thing we didn’t know did we really, and er that er there’s not as much damage as you think to it, cos over the next few months that’s going to get better and get repaired, so that puts your mind at ease knowing that it’s going to get better and there’s not as much damage as you hopefully think.’ (F56).

3.3. The ‘Who’ of health information provision

Participants expressed considerable praise for the practitioners responsible for their care including information provision. In
discussions about their preferred informant responses varied. Some participants expressed no preference and explained that their priority was rather that information was accurate, consistent, and understandable; sometimes participants consulted a range of practitioners as a way of assessing information consistency.

Others had a more hierarchical view preferring doctors as primary informants

‘Normally you go straight to the top don’t you, the doctor, I mean people it all goes on qualifications doesn’t it? I mean it’s like in the army’ (M57).

Some participants reasoned that nurses had less knowledge and ‘passed on’ information that was given to them rather than functioning as a ‘source’ of information. Others preferred nurses as primary informants as they spent more face-to-face time with them and were perceived as accessible and easier to relate to

‘Nurses talk my kind of language’ (F6).

Several participants identified ‘available time’ as a factor that influenced their choice of health information provider. Some perceived doctors to have less available time whilst other expressed this opinion about nurses.

3.4. The ‘When’ of health information provision

Participants’ preferences for the timing of health information delivery varied considerably. This highlights the importance of evaluating patients ‘readiness’ as part of individualised information provision. Some wanted health information immediately whereas others explained that they were ‘in shock’ and could not absorb much information at such an early stage

‘As I went through, I mean I weren’t taking, I mean it was just like being in another world, it were like watching telly, yer just weren’t taking nowt in’ (M57).

The latter preferred to be given information towards the end of their 3–day hospital stay or during early recovery at home. Other participants saw the process of health information provision as a ‘continuous chain’ and not a process dependent on a ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ time.

Physical as well as emotional status functioned as a potential barrier to some participant’s ability to absorb information

‘Not while you’re laid up with all the pipes in like I was, I’d have thought it had been better when you could sort of sit up and take notice’ (M64).

Participants were usually seen within 3–5 days of hospital discharge by a community cardiac rehabilitation nurse, but in isolated cases this might be considerably longer. The time between hospital discharge and this visit was a time of considerable uncertainty and represented a ‘gap’ in care.

4. Discussion and conclusion

4.1. Discussion

Current health policy emphasises the need for practitioners to support patients to manage chronic conditions (including CHD) more effectively [40]; the provision of appropriate health information is an important part of this process. The provision of information for MI patients treated with p-PCI presents several challenges, particularly during hospitalisation and early recovery. From an organisational perspective p-PCI is relatively new in the UK. By necessity events occur rapidly as for optimum clinical outcome treatment must be received as soon as possible after symptom onset. Accordingly the nature and duration of the hospital stay is different than that of conventional treatment because it is characterised by multiple transfers and is of a shorter duration. These characteristics limit opportunities for the provision of health information.

It is known that cardiac patients often have ‘unmet’ health information needs but little is known about the actual needs of this ‘new’ p-PCI group explored in this research. As the study design was based on semi-structured interviews with a small sample of participants treated at a single site, data may not reflect the experiences of patients treated at other health care facilities. Nevertheless, these data provide a starting point from which a ‘gap’ in the literature can be filled. Moreover, our findings are supported by those reported in a similar unpublished study [41] which supports the transferability of our findings.

Participants’ preferences for approaches used to deliver health information, generally matched service delivery and the majority were satisfied. The range of health information resources varied between patients and reflected differences across organisations. The written material was considered particularly valuable to support face-to-face provision as emotional shock and the speed of events influenced participants ‘readiness’ to absorb information. Other studies have identified the need for written material as patients typically forget approximately half of the information provided [42]. Emotional shock may contribute to this as emotional state is known to bias perceptions of events and influence what people remember [43].

The use of patients own ‘before’ and ‘after’ angiogram showing the restored blood flow to the heart post p-PCI and was a particularly useful educational adjunct. The image provided tangible proof of events and might also support patient-practitioner discussion about heart attack as an acute manifestation of a chronic disease. Others have used patient drawn images of their own heart as a novel aid to identify and manage causes of distress and a-typical symptoms in cardiac patients [44]. Collaborative discussions about acute versus chronic illness models are important as other studies have shown that patients treated with PCI for angina often have misconceptions about being cured by the procedure [45–46]; quantitative pilot data from this study suggests that participants treated with p-PCI for MI share similar misconceptions [47].

Participants also appreciated the use of heart ‘models’ and videos to communication information but few favoured internet-based information delivery. Other studies have reported that advanced age and lower socioeconomic status function as barriers to the use of internet-based information resources [35,48]. Resources for patients with sensory impairment and for those from Non English Speaking backgrounds are currently under development as these were lacking at the time of the study. As access to services is affected by race, sex and socioeconomic status [49] it seems likely that access to information will be similarly influenced.

Participants were generally satisfied with the content of the information provided, although a preference for additional information about the risk of recurrence, heart muscle damage and lifestyle changes (levels of physical activity, dietary change and information about medication) was identified. These findings are similar to those of other studies [10]. The reality in practice is that information must be individualised as different individuals will have different priorities. This emphasises the need for a collaborative approach in which patients’ preferences are clearly identified.
Participants were divided regarding which health professional was their preferred informant. Other studies have shown similarly varied responses [25,32–33]. The fact that cardiac patients are not always aware of who might be best placed to provide them with health information [33] may explain these results. In addition participants’ preferences were influenced by their underlying beliefs and expectations of practitioners’ roles. These might not always match current practice.

Of all the aspects of patients’ preferences for health information explored, the timing of health information delivery represented the most significant challenge purely because of the variation in responses. This finding is supported by others who have reported that patients learning needs vary according to their stage of recovery [31–33] and that the optimum time for realistic learning is during early convalescence [33]. The rapid throughput of patients and emotional shock experienced by them meant that the ability to absorb information during hospitalisation is somewhat limited. It may be preferable that during hospitalisation health information is organised predominantly around key questions often asked by patients during consultations such as ‘what has happened?’, ‘why to me?’ and ‘what should I do about it?’ [50]. Secondary prevention advice may be given at a later stage according to patient preference supported by the community cardiac rehabilitation team.

4.2. Conclusion

Health information provision was satisfactory for most but could be improved by the closer matching of patients’ preferences with provision. The shortened hospital stay, rapid throughput and emotional shock experienced by patients influenced their ability to absorb information making the optimum timing for health information delivery variable. Ideally health information provision should be individualised to reflect patients’ preferences, but within the constraints of a 3 day hospital stay complicated by multiple transfers it is unclear to what extent this is achievable.

4.3. Practice implications

Current guidelines about health information provision for MI patients should be reviewed to reflect the technological advances in MI treatment. Health information should be ‘staged’ to reflect patients’ priorities and home visits scheduled within 24 h of discharge home to address information ‘gaps’ and enhance continuity of care. The provision of information resources across organisations should be made more consistent and specific resources developed for those from Non English speaking backgrounds or with sensory impairment.
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